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Background-—Detection of flow reserve (FR) by dobutamine stress echocardiography is used for risk stratification in low-gradient
aortic stenosis (AS). Prognostic significance of dobutamine stress echocardiography in the transcatheter aortic valve replacement
era is unclear. We aimed to assess the current relevance of FR.

Methods and Results-—We studied 235 patients with low-gradient severe AS (rest aortic valve area ≤1.0 cm2 or indexed aortic
valve area ≤0.60 cm2/m2; mean aortic valve gradient <40 mm Hg) and left ventricular ejection fraction <50%) with dobutamine
stress echocardiography done September 2010 through July 2016. FR was defined by ≥20% stroke volume increase. We diagnosed
“true-severe AS” if peak aortic valve velocity ≥4 m/s occurred with aortic valve area ≤1.0 cm2 (or indexed aortic valve area
≤0.6 cm2/m2). At a median time of 51 days, 128 patients underwent aortic valve replacement,either surgical aortic valve
replacement (n=42) or transcatheter aortic valve replacement (n=86). FR was observed in 138 patients, while 86 patients had true-
severe AS. During median follow-up of 2.3 years, 138 patients died. In a multivariable model, aortic valve replacement (hazard ratio
0.41, 95% CI: 0.29–0.58, P <0.001) and lower Society of Thoracic Surgeons score (hazard ratio 1.06, 95% CI: 1.04–1.09, P<0.001)
were associated with better survival, while FR was not predictive. aortic valve replacement was associated with survival regardless
of the presence or absence of FR or AS severity stratification.

Conclusions-—In low-gradient AS with reduced ejection fraction, FR or AS severity stratification by dobutamine stress
echocardiography was not associated with survival. Aortic valve replacement was associated with better survival in low-gradient AS
independent of FR. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2019;8:e011168. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.118.011168.)
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American College of Cardiology/American Heart Associa-
tion Valve Guidelines endorse class IIa recommendations

for low-dose dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) in
aortic stenosis (AS) patients with left ventricular ejection
fraction (LVEF) <50% to confirm AS severity and to assess flow
reserve (FR), usually defined as stroke volume (SV) increase of
≥20%.1–3 Based on FR presence and onmeasures of AS severity
during DSE, patients are categorized as having true-severe AS
with or without FR, pseudo-severe AS, and indeterminate AS.

FR was shown be a survival predictor in prior studies of low-
gradient AS, whether treated conservatively or undergoing

surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR).2,3 In addition,
patients with pseudo-severe or indeterminate AS were deemed
not to profit from SAVR. However, recent improvements in
surgical procedures and the advent of transcatheter aortic
valve replacement (TAVR) have enabled treatment of severe AS
patients who were previously deemed inoperable. The utility of
DSE, especially in risk stratification, in the TAVR era has not
been studied. In addition, use of systolic function parameters
such as LVEF, wall motion score index, cardiac power output
(CPO), or global longitudinal strain (GLS) may improve the
detection of FR.4–10
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In this study, we aim to assess the prognostic impact of
FR in patients with low-gradient AS in the current era. Our
main questions are: (1) Is FR associated with better
survival?; (2) Does absence of FR decrease the beneficial
impact of AVR?; and (3) Is classification of patients into
subgroups of true-severe, pseudo-severe, and indeterminate
AS relevant for decision making regarding AVR? We also
assess the response of alternative markers of myocardial
FR during DSE and compared their prognostic ability with
SV increase to see if it improved risk stratification of low-
gradient AS.

Methods

Study Sample
We identified consecutive patients who underwent low-dose
DSE with peak dobutamine infusion of 20 lg/kg per
minute for suspected low-gradient, severe AS with reduced
ejection fraction (EF) at Cleveland Clinic from September
2010 to July 2016. The inclusion criteria were: (1) DSE
study performed to define aortic stenosis severity; (2)
Pretest echocardiogram that showed LVEF <50%, mean
pressure gradient <40 mm Hg and aortic valve area (AVA)
≤1.0 cm2 or indexed AVA ≤0.6 cm2/m2; and (3) Doppler
interrogation of the aortic valve (AV) at each stage. Studies
in which use of contrast for LV opacification or Doppler
enhancement was deemed necessary were excluded to

avoid signal overestimation caused by “blooming.”11 If the
dobutamine infusion was terminated at the dobutamine
dose of 5 lg/kg per minute, patients were also excluded.
In 17 patients with multiple DSE, we used initial assess-
ment only. We excluded patients with concomitant pres-
ence of restrictive cardiomyopathy.

We obtained demographic and clinical data at the time of
DSE via manual extraction from electronic medical records.
The survival status and presence of AVR were also collected.
In this study, we grouped both SAVR and TAVR as AVR. The
date of DSE was defined as the beginning of the observational
period. Patients were followed via chart review with either the
date of last follow-up or the date of death recorded. Mortality
data were obtained from medical records or publicly available
online sources (ie, nationally available databases, obituary
websites), last queried November 18, 2017. We considered
all-cause mortality the primary outcome. The study protocol
was approved by the Cleveland Clinic Institutional Review
Board, patient informed consent was waived, and data were
de-identified.

Dobutamine Stress Echocardiography
All patients underwent a comprehensive echocardiographic
assessment using commercial ultrasound systems. Dobu-
tamine was delivered at a rate of 5, 10, and 20 lg/kg per
minute with uptitration at 3-minute intervals. Systemic
blood pressure and 12-lead ECG were monitored. DSE was
terminated when maximum dose was reached or patients
showed significant increase in blood pressure (systolic
blood pressure >220 mm Hg or diastolic blood pressure
>110 mm Hg), ischemia detected by ECG, complex ventric-
ular arrhythmias, rapid new atrial arrhythmias, or chest
discomfort. Measurements were performed at baseline and
each stage of dobutamine protocol (5, 10, and 20 lg/kg
per minute).

All DSE data were reviewed and measured by experi-
enced readers blinded to clinical information according to
the current guidelines.12,13 Echocardiographic parameters
included the following variables: peak AV velocity, peak and
mean transvalvular gradient, aortic jet velocity-time integral
(VTI), left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) diameter, mean
LVOT flow velocity, LVOT VTI, AVA, LVEF, LV end-diastolic
volume, LV end-systolic volume, GLS, ejection time, SV, and
CPO.

Peak AV velocity was measured using continuous-wave
Doppler, and multiple acoustic windows were checked to
determine the highest velocity at baseline. Transvalvular
aortic gradients were calculated from velocity using a
simplified Bernoulli equation. AVA was calculated using the
continuity equation. SV was calculated from the cross-
sectional area of the LVOT and VTI of LVOT flow:

Clinical Perspective

What Is New?

• Flow reserve (FR) assessed by dobutamine stress echocar-
diography was previously shown to be a survival predictor in
low-gradient aortic stenosis patients who underwent surgi-
cal aortic valve replacement (AVR).

• The current study shows that FR (defined by stroke volume
increase of ≥20% during dobutamine stress echocardiogra-
phy) is not predictive of outcomes in low-gradient severe
aortic stenosis.

• On the other hand, any type of AVR (ie, surgical or
transcatheter) was independently associated with better
survival, independent of the presence or absence of FR or
aortic stenosis severity stratification.

What Are the Clinical Implications?

• Our results document limited ability of FR to predict
outcome in the contemporary era even with surgical AVR.

• AVR improves outcome independent of the presence of FR
or aortic stenosis severity, suggesting that absence of FR
should not preclude patients from undergoing AVR.
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SVLVOT=cross sectional areaLVOT9VTILVOT. We obtained LVOT
VTI using pulsed-wave Doppler. In 30 patients with unreliable
LVOT pulsed-wave Doppler signal, we calculated SV using LV
volume measured by biplane Simpson’s method throughout all
stages from baseline to 20 lg/kg per minute.14,15 Cardiac
output (CO) was calculated as the product of SV and heart
rate. CPO, a contractility parameter that incorporates pres-
sure and flow generation into a single index, was calculated as
follows: CPO (Watts)=(mean arterial pressure+mean AV
gradient)9CO92.22910�3, where mean arterial pressure=
diastolic blood pressure+0.412 (systolic blood pressure�
diastolic blood pressure).7

GLS was assessed offline using vendor-independent soft-
ware (Velocity Vector Imaging, Siemens Medical Solutions).16

The estimated peak systolic strain value from apical 4-
chamber, 2-chamber, and long-axis views were averaged to
obtain GLS. All strain measurements were performed by a
single observer blinded to clinical, other echocardiographic
data, and outcomes.

Interpretation of Dobutamine Stress
Echocardiography Results
We interpreted an increase in SV of ≥20% compared with
baseline value as a presence of FR.1,3,12 We defined
significant AS as a maximum AV peak velocity ≥4 m/s with
concomitant presence of AVA ≤1.0 cm2 (or indexed AVA
≤0.6 cm2/m2) at any point during the test protocol.1,12

Patients who reached significant AS criteria were classified
into the true-severe AS group, independent from the presence
of FR.

The patients who did not meet the criteria for significant
AS were classified according to the presence of FR. Patients
with FR were classified into the pseudo-severe AS group,
while those without FR were classified as the indeterminate
AS group (Figure S1A).

We also used stress echocardiography data to calculate
projected valve area at a standardized flow rate of 250 mL/s
using the formula17: AVAproj=AVArest +VC9(250-Qrest), where
VC is the valve compliance corresponding to the slope of the
AVA-flow relationship.

Alternative FR Parameters
As SV may not be the best surrogate of myocardial FR, we
used increase in mean LVOT velocity, CPO, EF, and GLS as
alternative measures of FR. To determine the threshold for FR
in each variable, we classified patients into tertiles according
to the percentage change in these variables during DSE.
Patients in the second and highest tertiles were defined as
having FR. Patients in the lowest tertile were considered as
low FR.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous data are expressed as mean�SD when normally
distributed, and median (interquartile range) otherwise.
Categorical data are presented as an absolute number
and percentages. We used the unpaired t test, Mann–
Whitney test, or Fisher exact test to compare the data
between 2 groups. Kaplan–Meier curves were created to
assess survival between groups and were compared by the
log-rank test.

We performed Cox-proportional hazards analysis to assess
association between echocardiographic variables and survival.
The assumptions of proportional hazards were assessed by
Schoenfeld residuals. In a multivariable model, relevant
variables and possible confounding factors selected because
of their known prognostic value were entered into the model
using stepwise selection. To account for the time to AVR, we
treated AVR as a time-dependent covariate. To assess
whether the impact of AVR on survival was limited to patients
with FR, we added an interaction term between AVR and
presence or absence of FR into the multivariable model.
Finally, Cox proportional hazards model analysis was done in
the patients’ subgroups, as detailed in Results.

In addition, we used the inverse probability of treatment
weights (IPTW) derived from propensity scores to reduce
potential imbalance in baseline variables between patients
with and without AVR. The propensity scores were calculated
using a multivariable logistic regression model with AVR as a
dependent variable and known baseline characteristics asso-
ciated with AVR (age, sex, body surface area, New York Heart
Association class, creatinine, history of hypertension, end-
stage renal disease, diabetes mellitus risk factors, chronic
lung disease, coronary artery disease, congestive heart
failure, prior myocardial infarction, and history of coronary
artery bypass graft) as predictors. We also estimated the
absolute standardized differences before and after propensity
score adjustment.

A P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. All
statistical analyses were performed with JMP 10.0 (SAS
Institute Inc, Cary, NC), SPSS 25.0 software (SPSS Inc,
Chicago, IL), and R software version 3.2.2 (R Foundation for
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Results
Table 1 shows data of 235 patients who satisfied the entry
criteria (Figure S1B). There was no ischemia detected by DSE.
At peak stress, the AVA was 0.92 (0.74–1.08) cm2, mean
gradient was 34�11 mm Hg, and LVEF was 35 (27–45)%,
showing significant increase compared with rest (P<0.001 for
all). SV and indexed SV at peak stress were 58 (48–73) mL
and 31 (25–38) mL/m2, respectively. The median percent
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increase in SV was 25 (11–40)%. FR defined by >20% increase
in SV was present in 138 patients (59%) (Table 2). True-severe
AS was present in 86 patients (37%), with 52 patients (60%)
having preserved FR. Of the remaining 149 patients, 86
patients had preserved FR and were deemed to have pseudo-
severe AS, and in 63 patients we were not able to determine
AS.

The reference limits to detect FR using percent increase in
CPO, mean LVOT velocity, EF, or GLS (defined by the cutoff
values of the lowest tertile) were 38%, 26%, 11%, and 20%,
respectively. We classified patients with increase that was
less than the reference limits as having a low FR, with the
other group treated as having preserved FR.

Clinical Outcomes
At a median time of 51 days (interquartile range 18–
112 days) after DSE, 128 (54%) patients underwent either
SAVR (42 patients [18%]) or TAVR (86 patients [37%]).
Patients who had AVR of any kind had more severe AS than
ones who did not (Table S1). Prevalence of FR was similar in
patients who did or did not undergo AVR (58% versus 60%,
P=0.76). AVR was performed in 74% of true-severe AS, 42% of
pseudo-severe AS, and 44% of indeterminate AS patients
after evaluation of clinical information by the heart valve
team. Of note, pseudo-severe AS patients who underwent
AVR showed significantly smaller projected AVA and higher
mean gradient at baseline or maximum stress on DSE
(Table 3). During a median follow-up period of 2.3 years
(interquartile range 0.7–3.7 years), 138 patients (59%) died,
with overall 2-year and 5-year survival of 61% and 30%,
respectively.

Impact of FR on Survival
The lack of FR was not associated with increased risk of
mortality (P=0.62 by log-rank statistics, Figure 1). The lack of
association between FR, defined by SV increase or by
alternative FR surrogates, and mortality was corroborated
by uni- and multivariable Cox proportional hazards regression
results (Table 4). In the multivariable model, lower Society of
Thoracic Surgeons score and AVR were the only independent
survival predictors.

Does Absence of FR Decrease the Beneficial
Impact of AVR?
It is possible that FR impacts survival only if patients undergo
AVR. To assess whether impact of FR was limited to patients
undergoing AVR, we forced an interaction term between FR
and AVR into the multivariable model that already contained
Society of Thoracic Surgeons score, true-severe AS, FR, and
AVR as covariates. There was no impact of the interaction term
(P=0.64), signifying that impact of AVR was observed regard-
less of presence or absence of FR. Survival curves show that
the absence of FR was not associated with higher mortality
in both subgroups of patients who underwent AVR, and who
were managed by medical therapy (Figure 2; P>0.50 for
both, log-rank statistics). Moreover, we treated AVR as a

Table 1. Baseline Clinical and Echocardiographic
Characteristics

All Patients (n=235)

Age, y 80 (73–85)

Male sex, n (%) 174 (74)

Body surface area, m2 1.92�0.22

Heart rate, bpm 75 (65–85)

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 129 (110–150)

NYHA functional class (III/IV), n (%) 129/31 (55/13)

Hypertension, n (%) 176 (75)

End-stage renal disease, n (%) 11 (5)

Diabetes mellitus, n (%) 99 (42)

Chronic lung disease, n (%) 87 (37)

Atrial fibrillation, n (%) 126 (54)

STS score, % 5.5 (3.7–8.8)

Coronary artery disease, n (%) 172 (74)

Prior myocardial infarction, n (%) 87 (37)

History of CABG, n (%) 116 (49)

Prior SAVR or TAVR, n (%) 14 (6)

Congestive heart failure, n (%) 144 (61)

LVEDV index, mL/m2 88�30

LVESV index, mL/m2 62�27

Stroke volume, mL 49 (39–62)

Stroke volume index, mL/m2 25 (20–33)

Stroke volume index <35 mL/m2, n (%) 187 (80)

LVEF, % 29 (23–37)

LVEF<40%, n (%) 192 (82)

AVA, cm2 0.75 (0.65–0.92)

Indexed AVA, cm2/m2 0.40 (0.33–0.48)

Peak velocity, m/s 3.08 (2.75–3.38)

Mean pressure gradient, mm Hg 22�7

MR ≥moderate, n (%) 95 (40)

AR ≥moderate, n (%) 32 (14)

Values are mean�SD, median (interquartile range), or n (%). AR indicates aortic
regurgitation; AVA, aortic valve area; bpm, beats per minute; CABG, coronary artery
bypass graft; LVEDV, left ventricular end-diastolic volume; LVEF, left ventricular ejection
fraction; LVESV, left ventricular end-systolic volume; MR, mitral regurgitation; NYHA,
New York Heart Association; SAVR, surgical aortic valve replacement; STS, Society of
Thoracic Surgeons; TAVR, transcatheter aortic valve replacement.
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time-dependent covariate because it is known that dichotomiz-
ing patients according to treatment when there is a certain
wait period leads to immortal time bias and overestimation of
the beneficial effect of treatment. In this model, AVR was still a
significant predictor of outcome (AVR as time-dependent
covariate: hazard ratio [HR] 0.66, 95% CI: 0.44–0.90, P=0.011;
Society of Thoracic Surgeons score [%]: HR 1.06, 95% CI: 1.03–
1.08, P<0.001).

To elucidate whether these results were caused by
confounding factors that drive selection for AVR in such a
way that decreases the impact of FR results, we constructed
propensity scores for AVR by using known characteristics to
eliminate this potential bias in selecting patients for AVR.
Table 5 shows the results from the original model and the
results from the model using IPTW with propensity scores. The

model adjusted by IPTW showed that AVR was independently
associated with better survival (HR 0.40, 95% CI: 0.31–0.51,
P<0.001). Application of IPTW resulted in balanced covariates
between 2 groups (Table S2, Figure S2). The standardized
differences for all covariates were below 0.25 threshold (with
the exception of the standardized differences for end-stage
renal disease and creatinine, they were even below 0.10
threshold), suggesting minimal differences in the weighted
distributions between those who underwent AVR and those
treated medically following application of IPTW.

To determine whether type of AVR affected the association
between FR and survival, we compared the survival curves
according to the presence of FR in patients who underwent
TAVR and SAVR separately. We found out that there was no
significant difference in survival between patients who

Table 3. Association Between AS Severity by DSE and Mortality (n=235)

Diagnosis by DSE

True-Severe AS (n=86) Pseudo-Severe AS (n=86) Indeterminate AS (n=63)

AVR (n=64) No AVR (n=22) P Value AVR (n=36) No AVR (n=50) P Value AVR (n=28) No AVR (n=35) P Value

Baseline AVA 0.71 (0.58–0.81) 0.70 (0.59–0.91) 0.68 0.66 (0.57–0.98) 0.74 (0.66–0.93) 0.13 0.87 (0.78–1.03) 0.91 (0.76–1.09) 0.68

Baseline mean gradient 28�5 27�6 0.30 22�6 18�6 0.002 21�6 17�6 0.005

Peak AVA 0.81 (0.71–0.95) 0.93 (0.74–1.06) 0.12 0.95 (0.71–1.26) 0.98 (0.77–1.14) 0.64 0.93 (0.80–1.07) 0.95 (0.78–1.15) 0.49

Peak mean gradient 44�8 42�4 0.19 33�8 27�8 <0.001 29�9 23�8 0.006

Projected AVA 0.84 (0.74–0.93) 0.87 (0.79–0.98) 0.18 0.95 (0.78–1.09) 1.02 (0.89–1.21) 0.029 1.06 (0.90–1.20) 1.23 (0.84–1.43) 0.18

Death, n (%) 28 (44) 16 (73) 0.019 21 (58) 36 (72) 0.19 12 (43) 25 (71) 0.022

Values are mean�SD, median (interquartile range), or n (%). AS indicates aortic stenosis; AVA, aortic valve area; AVR, aortic valve replacement; DSE, dobutamine stress echocardiography.

Table 2. Echocardiographic Variables at Baseline and With Dobutamine Stress Echocardiography

Baseline (n=235) Peak Stress (n=235) Delta Change (%) P Value

Heart rate, bpm 75 (65to 85) 89 (77 to 103) 18 (7 to 32) <0.001

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 129 (110 to 150) 137 (120 to 159) 6 (�2 to 16) <0.001

Stroke volume, mL 49 (39 to 62) 58 (48 to 73) 25 (11 to 40) <0.001

Stroke volume index, mL/m2 25 (20 to 33) 31 (25 to 38) 17 (4 to 33) <0.001

CPO, W 0.90 (0.69 to 1.13) 1.43 (1.05 to 1.80) 55 (33 to 88) <0.001

Mean LVOT velocity, m/s 51�14 70�20 38 (20 to 58) <0.001

LVEF, % 29 (23 to 37) 35 (27 to 45) 19 (7 to 35) <0.001

GLS, % �6.9 (�9.6 to �4.9) �9.2 (�11.9 to �6.7) 29 (16 to 46) <0.001

AVA, cm2 0.75 (0.65 to 0.92) 0.92 (0.74 to 1.08) 17 (3 to 33) <0.001

Peak velocity, m/s 3.08 (2.75 to 3.38) 3.91 (3.45 to 4.22) 24 (15 to 33) <0.001

Mean pressure gradient, mm Hg 22�7 34�11 49 (30 to 74) <0.001

Flow reserve (D SV≥20%), n (%) ��� 138 (59) ��� ���

Values are mean�SD, median (interquartile range), or n (%). AVA indicates aortic valve area; bpm, beats per minute; CPO, cardiac power output; GLS, global longitudinal strain; LVEF, left
ventricular ejection fraction; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; SV, stroke volume; D, percent change of echo variables from baseline to peak stress during stress; W, Watts.
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underwent SAVR and TAVR (5-year survival 46% versus 34%,
respectively; P=0.102, Figure S3), and that FR had no impact
on outcome in both patients who underwent SAVR (P=0.66) or
TAVR (P=0.66) (Figures S4A and S4B).

Is Classification of Patients into Subgroups of
True Severe, Pseudo-Severe, and Indeterminate
AS Relevant for Decision Making?
It is possible that AVR is associated with improved survival
only in patients with true-severe AS. We evaluated this
possible association between the diagnosis of true-severe AS
by DSE and overall mortality, separated by AVR status. Even in
patients who were classified as pseudo-severe AS and
indeterminate AS, patients who underwent AVR showed
better survival than those treated medically (Figure 3;
P<0.05 for all, log-rank statistics). Univariable HRs for the
impact of AVR in these subgroups were numerically smaller
for indeterminate AS and pseudo-severe AS compared with
true-severe AS subgroup (true-severe AS: HR 0.32, 95% CI:
0.17–0.60, P<0.001; pseudo-severe AS: HR 0.55, 95%
CI: 0.32–0.96, P=0.034; indeterminate AS: HR 0.47, 95% CI:
0.24–0.95, P=0.035), with the differences between 3 sub-
groups not statistically significant.

Projected AVA was analyzable in 233 patients, with 60%
deemed to have true-severe AS (projected AVA <1.0 cm2),
while the remaining 40% were diagnosed as pseudo-severe
AS. AVR was associated with better survival in patients with
true-severe AS by projected AVA, while this was not true in
patients with pseudo-severe AS by projected AVA (Figure S5).
This result suggests that projected AVA better identifies AS
patients who benefit from AVR when compared with standard
criteria.
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All Patients (n = 235)

Follow-up (Years)

Log-rank: P = 0.618

With FR
Without FR

26%

32%

No at risk
Without FR 97 70 59 36 22 6

With FR 138 96 81 43 26 11

Figure 1. Impact of FR in low-gradient aortic stenosis patients
(n=235). Kaplan–Meier curves according to the presence or
absence of FR was performed. FR indicates flow reserve.

Table 4. Univariable and Multivariable Cox Proportional Hazards Model Analysis for All-Cause Mortality in Patients Who
Underwent DSE (n=235)

Univariable Multivariable

HR (95% CI) P Value HR (95% CI) P Value

STS score, % 1.05 (1.03–1.08) <0.001 1.06 (1.04–1.09) <0.001

Coronary artery disease 0.98 (0.67–1.43) 0.91

Baseline AVA, cm2 0.87 (0.43–2.06) 0.87

Baseline mean gradient, mm Hg 0.98 (0.96–0.999) 0.04

Baseline LVEF, % 0.99 (0.97–1.01) 0.28

True-severe AS* (peak V ≥4 with AVA ≤1.0/AVAi ≤0.6) 0.60 (0.42–0.86) 0.005

Peak aortic valve velocity >4 m/s 0.66 (0.47–0.93) 0.018

FR by SV change ≥20% 1.09 (0.78–1.53) 0.62

FR by CPO 1.10 (0.77–1.56) 0.61

FR by mean LVOT velocity 1.01 (0.71–1.44) 0.97

FR by EF 0.80 (0.56–1.14) 0.22

FR by GLS 0.82 (0.57–1.17) 0.27

AVR 0.44 (0.31–0.62) <0.001 0.41 (0.29–0.58) <0.001

AS indicates aortic stenosis; AVA, aortic valve area; AVAi, indexed aortic valve area; AVR, aortic valve replacement; CPO, cardiac power output; DSE, dobutamine stress echocardiography;
EF, ejection fraction; FR, flow reserve; GLS, global longitudinal strain; HR, hazard ratio; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; LVOT, left ventricular outflow tract; peak V, peak aortic valve
velocity; STS, Society of Thoracic Surgeons; SV, stroke volume.
*HR was assessed relative to those without true-severe AS (indeterminate and pseudo-severe AS).
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Discussion
In this article, we showed that in patients with low-gradient AS
undergoing DSE, FR by DSE was not associated with survival.
Also, absence of FR did not eliminate the beneficial impact of
AVR because even in patients with indeterminate AS severity
and pseudo-severe AS, AVR was associated with improved
survival. This favorable impact was observed with both SAVR
and TAVR procedures. Of note, the impact of AVR was
numerically smaller in indeterminate AS severity and pseudo-
severe AS, with this difference not reaching statistical
significance.

FR in AS
Monin et al2,3 proposed increase in SV during low-dose DSE
as a FR marker in patients with low-gradient low EF AS, and

showed that thus defined, FR is associated with lower
operative mortality. This may not necessarily extend to
patients undergoing TAVR.18,19 Our results show that, in our
mix of patients that includes both TAVR and surgical AVR
patients, FR by DSE was not associated with a survival
advantage. Even if we only analyzed patients who underwent
surgical AVR, FR was not associated with survival. This finding
may reflect the improvements in perioperative management
of patients after surgical AVR,20 which mitigates the impor-
tance of FR, or less challenging stress caused by the TAVR
procedure.

The link between SV and contractility is circuitous, as it
stems from the SV being 1 of the 2 elements used to calculate
stroke work, the other being the difference between mean LV
systolic and diastolic pressures. To come up with a “load
independent” contractility measure, stroke work has to be
adjusted by preload to obtain preload recruitable stroke
work.21 In practical terms, increases in heart rate decrease
SV, and SV does not capture increases in blood pressure, both
of which occur with inotropic stimulation. To assess whether
these issues are responsible for the lack of FR being
associated with survival, we tried several other indices. We
used mean LVOT velocity because it eliminates the impact of
heart rate on LVOT VTI. We also used CPO because it also
incorporates pressure generation by the LV, can represent
cardiac pumping capability better than other hemodynamic
variables, and is associated with survival in patients with heart
failure.6–8,22 Finally, LVEF and GLS are known surrogates of
LV contractility and predictors of survival in patients with
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Figure 2. Impact of FR on survival in patients with AVR (n=107) and without AVR (n=128). Kaplan–Meier
curves showed survival of low-gradient aortic stenosis patients stratified by flow reserve in the subgroup of
patients who underwent AVR and who were treated medically. AVR included both surgical and transcatheter
AVR. AVR indicates aortic valve replacement; FR, flow reserve.

Table 5. Multivariable Cox Proportional Hazards Model
Analysis With and Without PS Adjustment

No PS Adjustment Inverse Probability Weighting

HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P Value

STS
score,
%

1.06 (1.04–1.09) <0.001 1.07 (1.05, 1.09) <0.001

AVR 0.41 (0.29–0.58) <0.001 0.40 (0.31, 0.51) <0.001

AVR indicates aortic valve replacement; HR, hazard ratio; PS, propensity score; STS,
Society of Thoracic Surgeons.
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AS.23 Despite all our effort, we could not show that any FR
index was predictive of survival.

Which Patients Profit From AVR?
In the present study, AS severity was indeterminate in 63
patients (27%) because of lack of FR. The beneficial impact of
AVR was numerically larger in patients with true-severe AS.
However, patients with indeterminate AS by DSE and those
with pseudo-severe AS also benefited from AVR. A possible
reason for this is that these patients have heart failure and
signs of cardiac dysfunction, and that elimination of excessive
afterload by AVR, even if AS is not deemed “severe” by DSE,
may be beneficial. A patient with low-gradient, very low EF AS
can occasionally profit from AVR even with no FR by DSE.24

This is not surprising because a recent study showed that the
amount of DSE-defined FR was not associated with degree of
LV functional recovery. At least some LV reverse remodeling
and contractile recovery can be expected after TAVR even in
high-risk patients with severely reduced LV function preoper-
atively.16 Another possible explanation of beneficial effect of
AVR observed in indeterminate-AS and pseudo-severe AS is
lack of accuracy in conventional DSE criteria. As shown in the
Results, projected AVA successfully stratified the patients
who have benefit from AVR and those who did not, suggesting
the limited ability of the current definition and assessing FR to
predict outcome in low-gradient AS. Finally, AS severity
invariably progresses,25 so what is deemed pseudo-severe AS
may become severe AS even in a matter of a few months. In
sum, prediction of myocardial contractile recovery is chal-
lenging because pressure overload may play a critical role in

LV dysfunction in advanced AS, and conventional LV systolic
function indices do not reflect myocardial plasticity.

Clinical Implication
Our results document a limited ability of FR to predict
outcome in the contemporary era even with SAVR. In addition,
our results suggest that the DSE parameters and criteria
currently used to differentiate true- versus pseudo-severe AS
are often not conclusive and lack accuracy to identify true-
severe AS. Application of projected AVA better differentiates
AS patients who may benefit from AVR.

Limitations
This was a retrospective observational study conducted at a
large tertiary referral center. Therapeutic decisions were
made by the physicians who were aware of DSE data. Because
of the retrospective nature of our study, physicians can bring
together all clinical information and recommend interventional
or medical treatment accordingly. One can argue that the
beneficial effect of AVR may be, at least in part, attributed to
the relevant selection bias. Our data showed that 28% of
patients who had confirmed true-severe AS did not undergo
surgery. In addition, there were some significant differences in
baseline characteristics between patients with AVR and with
medical treatment, suggesting that lower-risk candidates for
surgery might undergo AVR and higher-risk candidates did
not. Although we confirmed survival benefit by multiple
statistical approaches, this selection bias might not be
eliminated completely. We also defined cutoffs for the FR
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Figure 3. Impact of AVR on survival in patients diagnosed as (A) true-severe AS (n=86), (B) indeterminate AS severity (n=63), and pseudo-
severe AS (n=86), and by dobutamine stress echocardiography. Kaplan–Meier curves showed survival of the low-gradient AS patients according
to whether they underwent AVR. AS indicates aortic stenosis; AVR, aortic valve replacement.
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absence as lowest tertile of each alternative measure to FR.
These cutoffs might be dependent on the study population,
and generalizability of this reference range might be limited.
Finally, biplane Simpson’s method was used to evaluate SV in
30 patients, because pulsed-wave Doppler signals of LVOT
flow were not analyzable and a prior study suggested
usefulness of biplane Simpson’s method in this setting.14

Furthermore, to minimize inconsistency, biplane Simpson’s
method was used at all stages in those 30 patients.

Conclusions
In this article we show that, in patients with low-gradient AS,
FR or AS severity stratification by DSE in the current era was
not associated with survival. AVR was associated with
outcomes independent from the presence of FR or true-
severe AS.

Disclosures
None.
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Table S1. Comparison of baseline clinical characteristics and echocardiographic variables between 

patients with AVR and without AVR. 

 No 

No AVR 

(n= 107) 

AVR 

(n= 128) 

P value 

Age, years 235 78±9 77±12 0.77 

Male sex, n(%) 235 74 (69) 100 (78) 0.12 

Body surface area, m2 235 1.88±0.21 1.95±0.22 0.02 

NYHA functional class (III/IV), n(%) 235 61/20 (57/19) 68/11 (53/9) 0.03 

Hypertension, n(%) 235 82 (77) 94 (73) 0.57 

End stage renal disease, n(%) 235 5 (5) 6 (5) 0.996 

Diabetes mellitus, n(%) 235 41 (38) 58 (45) 0.28 

Chronic lung disease, n(%) 235 28 (26) 59 (46) 0.002 

STS score, % 235 7.1±4.8 7.2±5.7 0.85 

Coronary artery disease, n(%) 235 75 (70) 97 (76) 0.33 

Prior myocardial infarction, n(%) 235 31 (29) 56 (44) 0.02 

History of CABG, n(%) 235 48 (45) 68 (53) 0.21 

Congestive heart failure, n(%) 235 76 (71) 68 (53) 0.005 

Heart rate, bpm 235 76±13 75±14 0.87 

Systolic blood pressure, mmHg 235 128±24 133±25 0.11 

LVEDV index, ml/m2 235 91±30 85±31 0.11 

LVESV index, ml/m2 235 66±27 59±27 0.054 

Stroke volume index, ml/m2 235 26±9 28±9 0.32 

Stroke volume index < 35%, n(%) 235 85 (79) 102 (80) 0.96 

LVEF, %  235 28±9 32±10 0.005 
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LVEF < 40%, n(%) 235 93 (87) 99 (77) 0.06 

AVA, cm2  235 0.84±0.24 0.76±0.20 0.006 

Indexed AVA, cm2  235 0.45±0.12 0.39±0.11 <0.001 

Peak velocity, m/s  235 2.86±0.53 3.21±0.43 <0.001 

Mean pressure gradient, mmHg  235 19±7 25±6 <0.001 

Projected valve area 235 1.08±0.33 0.91±0.27 < 0.001 

  

AVA, aortic valve area; AR, aortic regurgitation; CABG, coronary artery bypass graft; LVEDV, left 

ventricular end-diastolic volume; LVESV, left ventricular end-systolic volume; LVEF, left ventricular 

ejection fraction; MR, mitral regurgitation; NYHA, New York Heart Association; SAVR, surgical aortic 

valve replacement; STS, Society of Thoracic Surgeons; TAVR, transcatheter aortic valve replacement.   
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Table S2. Standardized differences between those who underwent aortic valve replacement and 

those treated medically before and after propensity score adjustment. 

Variable 

Absolute STD before 

PS adjustment 

Absolute STD after 

PS adjustment 

Age 0.04 0.06 

Sex 0.20 0.01 

Body surface area 0.31 0.00 

NYHA functional class 0.32 0.01 

Hypertension 0.07 0.06 

End stage renal disease 0.00 0.13 

Creatinine 0.27 0.13 

Diabetes mellitus 0.14 0.01 

Chronic lung disease 0.42 0.01 

Coronary artery disease 0.13 0.03 

Congestive heart failure 0.38 0.02 

Prior myocardial infarction 0.31 0.06 

History of CABG 0.17 0.02 

CABG, coronary artery bypass graft; NYHA, New York Heart Association.   
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Figure S1. Flow diagram of A) diagnosis of dobutamine stress echocardiography and B) patient 

selection. 
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AS, aortic stenosis; AV, aortic valve; AVA, aortic valve area; AVAi, indexed aortic valve area; FR, flow 

reserve; DSE, dobutamine stress echocardiography; EF, ejection fraction; LG, low-gradient, ΔSV, change 

in strike volume. 
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Figure S2. Standardized differences between those who underwent aortic valve replacement and 

those treated medically before and after propensity score adjustment. 

 

 

 

Application of inverse probability treatment weight (IPWT) resulted in balanced covariates between 2 

groups. The absolute standardized differences (STD) after adjustment were below 0.25 threshold. IPWT, 

inverse probability treatment weight; PS, propensity score; STD, standardized differences.  
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Figure S3. Impact of surgical or transcatheter aortic valve replacement in low-gradient aortic 

stenosis patients.   

 

 

 

Kaplan-Meier curves according to treatment: medical therapy (n=107), transcatheter aortic valve 

replacement (TAVR; n = 86), surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR; n = 42). AVR, aortic valve 

replacement; SAVR, surgical aortic valve replacement; TAVR, transcatheter aortic valve replacement. 
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Figure S4. Impact of flow reserve on survival in low-gradient aortic stenosis patients who 

underwent dobutamine stress echocardiography and A) surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR; 

n = 42) and B) transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR; n = 86).  

Kaplan-Meier curves according to the presence of flow reserve (FR) on dobutamine stress 

echocardiography in patients who underwent SAVR and TAVR. FR, flow reserve; SAVR, surgical aortic 

valve replacement; TAVR, transcatheter aortic valve replacement. 
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Figure S5. Impact of aortic valve replacement on survival in patients diagnosed as A) true-severe 

aortic stenosis (AS) (n = 140) and B) pseudo-severe AS (n = 93) by projected aortic valve area 

(AVA).   

Kaplan-Meier curves showed survival of the true-severe AS and pseudo-severe AS by projected AVA 

according to if they underwent aortic valve replacement (AVR). AS, aortic stenosis; AVA, aortic valve 

area; AVR, aortic valve replacement. 
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